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H I G H L I G H T S

• A framework for the cost-efficient
planning of battery bus fleets is pro-
posed.

• The approach combines a genetic al-
gorithm and mixed-integer-linear-
programming.

• Two electrification scenarios of
European cities are analyzed in a case
study.

• Energy efficiency is discussed for two
competing battery bus concepts.

• Operation of lightweight buses en-
ables energy savings of about 30%.
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A B S T R A C T

Battery electric buses are seen as a well-suited technology for the electrification of road-based public transport.
However, the transition process from conventional diesel to electric buses faces major hurdles caused by range
limitations and required charging times of battery buses. This work addresses these constraints and provides a
methodology for the cost-optimized planning of depot charging battery bus fleets and their corresponding
charging infrastructure. The defined problem covers the scheduling of battery buses, the fleet composition, and
the optimization of charging infrastructure in a joint process. Vehicle schedule adjustments are monetized and
evaluated together with the investment and operational costs of the bus system. The resulting total cost of
ownership enables a comparison of technical alternatives on a system level, which makes this approach espe-
cially promising for feasibility studies comprising a wide range of technical concepts. Two scenarios of European
cities are analyzed and discussed in a case study, revealing that the cost structure is influenced significantly by
the considered bus type and its technical specifications. For example, the total energy consumption of the
considered lightweight bus is up to 32% lower than the total consumption of the high range bus, although the
deadheading mileage increases. However, the total costs of ownership for operating both bus types are relatively
close, due to the increased fleet size and driver expenses required for the lightweight bus system. The case study
furthermore reveals that a mixed fleet of different bus types could be advantageous depending on the operational
characteristics of the bus route.
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1. Introduction

Emission mitigation is one of the major topics of the 21st century.
Negative consequences of the continuously increasing output can be
observed on the global and local scales. Reducing the usage of fossil
fuels is a commonly agreed upon measure to target this issue. The
transport sector is requested to contribute by increasing the efficiency
of conventional fuel-powered drivetrains and by introducing electric
vehicle concepts powered by renewable energy sources [1–3]. Several
national policies and subsidy schemes exist to promote this transition
process [4,5].

Especially commercial fleets, such as public transport buses, are
seen as a prime starting point for the introduction of electric vehicles.
Their operation is planned in advance and dominated by high mileages
per vehicle, so that higher investment costs of the electric drivetrain
could be compensated by reduced operational costs. Indeed, battery
electric buses have been successfully tested in several projects world-
wide [6] and, with decreasing battery system costs, have become in-
creasingly competitive with conventional buses [7]. However, the re-
duced operational performance of electric buses is still a major barrier
for the transition process. The aim of the present work is to contribute
to this process by providing a framework for the cost-optimized plan-
ning of electric public transport bus fleets.

The paper addresses strategic electric bus planning by focusing on
the “Electric Vehicle Scheduling Fleet Size and Mix Problem with
Optimization of Charging Infrastructure” (EVS-FMC), minimizing the
total cost of ownership (TCO) of electric vehicle fleets. The TCO is the
main decision criterion for investment alternatives. It consists of the
initial investments in vehicles and charging infrastructure, as well as
the operational costs within a defined time period. Provided a set of
service trips and a candidate set of vehicle types, the EVS-FMC proposes
a fleet-composition investment, in terms of number of vehicles to by per
vehicle type, as well as a vehicle schedule that serves all service trips,
and a set of chargers to buy per depot, that all together minimize TCO.

The EVS-FMC can be considered as an extension of the “Vehicle
Scheduling - Fleet Size and Mix Problem”, with the addition of range
constraints per vehicle, the scheduling of charging time, and the sche-
duling of charging infrastructure. It relates directly to the general “Fleet
Size and Mix Problem” analyzed in operations research, and is a sub-
category of the “Vehicle Routing Problem”, in which routing is

performed jointly with a determination of the required number of ve-
hicles [8]. Fleets can consist of single vehicle types (homogeneous fleet)
or multiple vehicle types (heterogeneous fleet). Recent work has mainly
referred to the area of goods distribution. A comprehensive review fo-
cusing on electric vehicles in this field is provided in [9]. The discussed
approaches differ in terms of the considered vehicle types (homo-
geneous or heterogeneous electric vehicle fleet, with and without
conventional combustion engine vehicles) and the methodology of
handling charging events. Goeke et al. and Lebeau et al. extensively
studied the routing of mixed fleets composed of conventional and
electric vehicles [10,11]. They emphasized the need to consider vehicle
types’ specific energy consumptions, especially for vehicles with
varying weights; this motivates the energy consumption simulation in
this work. Van Duin et al. did not consider battery charging [12],
whereas Gonçalves et al. defined that charging could take place at every
customer’s location [13]. In another study, Hiermann et al. included an
insertion of charging events so that vehicles could explicitly drive to
recharging stations when needed [14]. However, none of these authors
considered investments in charging infrastructure or usage fees. Sassi
et al. included usage fees as time-dependent charging costs for a “Mixed
Fleet Routing Problem” [15]. However, the number of chargers in their
model was still pre-defined and fixed.

By focusing on public transport buses, the routing problem becomes
a scheduling problem, because service trips (regular operation in pas-
senger service) are fixed in time and location. Routing alternatives are
limited to deadhead trips, which are the connecting elements between
service trips. The electric vehicle scheduling problem can be seen as a
“Vehicle Scheduling Problem with Route and Fueling Time
Constraints”. The objective is to minimize fleet size and operational
expenses. As for vehicle routing, previous studies differ in their way of
considering battery charging. Li proposed a methodology for scheduling
a fleet of battery buses with battery renewal or fast charging [16]. The
implemented truncated column generation with variable fixing and
local search is highly competitive, but the durations of charging events
are not linked to the energy consumption, and charging costs are de-
fined as a fixed value per event. Other approaches considering the
charging in more detail are based, for example, on ant colony optimi-
zation [17,18]. However, these approaches do not provide the ability to
handle heterogeneous fleets. In contrast, Paul and Yamada focused on
the problem of fast-charging bus operation and scheduling charging

Nomenclature

A set of arcs, union of As and Af

Af set of arcs connecting charging events by charger
As set of arcs representing feasible deadhead trips
ai starting time of event ∈ ∪i S F
ce

k energy costs per unit for bus type ∈k V
ct time related operational costs for a bus in € per hour
df duration of charging event ∈f F in seconds
Ek usable battery capacity of bus type ∈k V
ei

k current energy level of a bus of type ∈k V after servicing
trip ∈ +i Sn 1

F set of nodes representing possible charging events ∈f F
F0 union nodes representing all charging events F and the

bus depot source node 0f

+Fn 1 union nodes representing all charging events F and the
bus depot sink node qf

G multi-graph defined by node set N and arc set A
hij

k energy consumption for servicing trip ∈ +j Nn 1 after trip
∈i N0 using vehicle type ∈k V in kWh

M Constant, ≫M ai
mk Purchasing costs of bus type ∈k V in €
N Set of nodes, union of F , 0f , qf , S, 0s and qs

p purchasing costs per charger in €
rk recharging capability of bus type ∈k V
S set of nodes representing n service trips
S0 set of nodes, union of S and 0s

+Sn 1 set of nodes, union of S and qs
ti duration of service trip ∈i S in seconds
tij time required for servicing trip ∈ +j Sn 1 after trip ∈i S0 in

seconds
uf supplement for postponing charging event ∈f F in sec-

onds
V set of bus types, type ∈k V
w weighting factor for shift penalties between 0 and 1
xij

k binary indicator whether bus type k services event j after
event i, ∈ ∈k V i j A,( , ) s

zlm binary indicator of charging event m takes place after
charging event l, ∈l m A( , ) f

q0 ,f f source and sink node representing bus depot for charging
events

q0 ,s s source and sink node representing bus depot for service
trips

βi start time of service trip ∈i S
γ earliest start time of charging events
δ latest feasible start time of charging events
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events [19]. However, their implemented k-greedy algorithm can be
seen as a drawback in terms of solution quality, because it does not
focus on a global optimum. In another study, Chao et al. set up a multi-
objective optimization for the scheduling of battery exchange buses
operated in Shanghai [20]. Their approach aims to minimize the fleet
size and the number of standby batteries, which are both related to
investment costs, as well as the grid load. Their considerations are
limited to homogeneous fleets. Ke et al. introduced the scheduling of
battery buses, the handling of charging events, and the consideration of
entire system costs [21]. They analyzed a suburban bus network in
Taiwan and utilized a scheduling approach based on a sequential pro-
cess. However, in this approach the assignment of bus types to routes is
pre-defined, and the number of chargers always equals the number of
buses, which is an overestimation. Wen et al. developed an adaptive
large neighborhood search to minimize investment and operational
expenses of homogeneous electric vehicle fleets [22]. The approach
serves to analyze the consequences of locating charging stations in an
artificial dataset. However, the authors do not consider investments in
charging infrastructure.

In the operations research discipline, further studies have focused
especially on the costs and environmental benefits of an electrification.
Conclusions regarding the fleet mix are based on the calculated per-
formance of alternative drive trains with standardized test cycles [23]
or real-world operations data [24]. Other publications have especially
emphasized the design and sizing of the technical components, without
considering vehicle schedule adjustments [25–28]. In their work,
Olsson et al. addressed the strong linkage between vehicle scheduling
and technical planning [29]. They described the necessity to adjust the
fleet size and to integrate charging phases in the schedule of depot
charging battery buses. However, their work only introduced the pro-
blem without providing a solution approach.

The current literature is often specialized in a specific part of
planning or operating electric buses. The utilized models and solution
approaches are limited in their scope, for example regarding the con-
sideration of heterogeneous fleets, TCO and infrastructure require-
ments. Charging infrastructure is mostly seen as an input to the pro-
blem, and charger optimization is thus not considered.

The present work addresses this gap and provides a highly custo-
mizable framework for the strategic planning of electric bus fleets. The
framework is based on a grouping genetic algorithm (GGA), with in-
corporated mixed-integer charger optimization. The objective is to
minimize TCO of the entire bus system. The presented GGA was in-
spired by Falkenauer [30], who emphasized the grouping aspect of
scheduling problems. Its application to Pankratz’s “Pickup and Delivery
Problem” proved its ability to find high-quality solutions [31] for this
class of vehicle routing problems. Furthermore, the work of Hosny and
Mumford underline the superiority of GGA compared to other genetic
algorithms for routing problems [32]. The GGA is advantageous due to

the various options for evaluating a solution in the fitness function,
which allows an effective integration of further constraints, parameters,
and even sophisticated battery aging models. An application of the GGA
to electric vehicle scheduling problems has not been reported in the
literature so far.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides a general
overview of the problem and introduces the formal problem formula-
tion. Section 3 describes the solution approach with the developed
“Grouping Genetic Algorithm” which includes a “Mixed Integer Non
Linear Programming” (MILP) formulation. Subsequently, a case study
based on the developed approach is presented in Section 4, and Section
5 finally summarizes the work and provides a conclusion.

2. Problem definition

The process of designing battery electric bus systems differs sig-
nificantly from that of designing conventional diesel bus systems. In
this section, first a general overview of the EVC-FMC is provided in
Section 2.1. Next a mathematical formulation of the EVS-FMC is pro-
vided in Section 2.2. Although this mathematical formulation is in-
tractable and cannot be solved directly with a general purpose solver
even for small cases, its function is dual as providing a formal problem
description, as well as being solved partially in the charger optimization
presented in Section 3.2.2.

2.1. General overview of the EVS-FMC

Bus operators have optimized their diesel bus planning and pro-
curement over decades. New buses are purchased on a regular basis to
maintain an appropriate average age of the fleet. In the procurement
process, decisions on bus types are mainly based on passenger capacity
(length of the bus), comfort features such as the air conditioning
system, and maximum power of the propulsion system. Driving range is
not an issue due to the high energy density of diesel. However, the same
is not the case for battery buses. The range of a battery bus is limited by
the energy capacity of its battery. A larger battery increases the range,
but also increases the weight of the bus and thereby raises the energy
consumption per distance measure, thus increasing operational costs.
Although several promising energy storage technologies are under de-
velopment [33,34], lithium-ion batteries with limited capacity are ex-
pected to be the predominant solution in the near future. Consequently,
the fleet mix is an important part of the EVS-FMC.

The complexity is furthermore increased by the required charging
time of electric buses, during which the buses are not available for
service trip operation. The EVS-FMC focuses on depot charging battery
buses, also known as “back-to-home” or “overnight charging”, with
charging infrastructure only installed at the depot. The majority of bus
operators prefer this operating scheme, because the entire charging

Fig. 1. Overview of the EVS-FMC. Outcomes are highlighted on the right by exemplary vehicle schedules and the corresponding number of required chargers.
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infrastructure can be installed on their own property. Furthermore,
Daimler and MAN, two of the largest bus manufacturers in Europe,
recently announced that their new electric product portfolio will focus
on this technology.

An alternative measure to handle the range limitation of battery
buses is to charge during operation. The so-called opportunity or fast-
charging battery buses utilize high charging power levels to recharge
within the existing dwell time at bus stops. This scheme aims to mini-
mize the adjustments of the existing vehicle schedules and is excluded
from the scope of this paper due to the different planning process that it
requires.

The vehicle scheduling of depot charging battery buses has to
consider bus-specific and trip-dependent energy consumptions, range
limitations, and required charging times. The overall TCO of the system
is determined by the vehicle schedule, as the required number of buses
and chargers as well as the deadhead mileage and driver time follow
directly from the schedule. Fig. 1 sketches the EVS-FMC that determines
vehicle schedules, fleet composition, and charging infrastructure. Input
consists of a given set of service trips (blue blocks in the right part of the
figure), a set of battery bus types (e.g. “white” and “grey” buses), one
charging station type, and a bus depot. Output, as depicted on the top
right, assigns a sub set of trips to a bus of a specific type, together
referred to as the vehicle schedule, and includes charging time. Fur-
thermore, the number of chargers is determined as well, and the usage
of these charges over time follows directly from the vehicle schedule.

The selection of bus types and quantities has to be done jointly with
the scheduling of service trips to ensure that the particularities of each
bus type are considered properly. Buses with a small battery capacity,
for example, require several charging events during the daytime,
whereas high-battery-capacity buses are charged mainly at night, which
directly influences the fleet size and the number of required chargers.

Each service trip in the EVS-FMC is defined by a starting time and
location, an ending time and location, and a set of route characteristics.
The trip has to be operated by exactly one bus of the given bus type.
Each bus type has a limited battery capacity, a specific energy con-
sumption depending on the operational conditions, a fixed cost for the
purchase of the bus, and energy-related costs for the battery usage,
which represent the replacements costs for a degraded battery, or
battery leasing. Each bus has to start and end its shift at the depot.

The total energy consumption in operation is limited to the allowed
range for the state of charge of the battery, defined by SOCmin and
SOCmax. It is assumed that the state of charge equals SOCmax when the
bus starts its shift, which implies a full charging during the night break.
Charging takes place every time a bus visits a charging station, and it is
done until the state of charge reaches SOCmax with constant power.

2.2. Formal problem formulation

For a set of n service trips S, a set of possible charging events F , and
a depot represented by a source node 0 and sink node +n 1, the model
of the EVS-FMC is defined on the directed multigraph =G N A( , )

depicted in Fig. 2. The set of nodes N is defined as
= ∪ ∪ ∪ ∪ ∪N S F q q: 0 0s f s f . Thus, the set N contains a node for each

service trip ∈i S represented by blue nodes in Fig. 2; it contains a node
for each possible start of a charging event ∈f F represented white
nodes in Fig. 2; and it also contains source nodes 0 ,0s f and sink nodes
q q,s f representing the depot for both the set of service trips and the set of
charging events, respectively. The set of arcs A, = ∪A A A: s f consists of
the set of all feasible deadhead trips As, represented by solid arcs in
Fig. 2, and the set of arcs Af that connects charging events serviced by
the same charger, represented by dashed arcs in Fig. 2. A deadhead trip
represents a non-service trip where a bus drives from either the end
terminal of one service trip to the start terminal of the next service trip,
from the end terminal of a service trip to a charger, or from a charger to
the start terminal of a service trip. Furthermore, S0 denotes the union of
the set of service nodes S and the source node 0s, +Sn 1 denotes the union
of the set of service nodes S and the sink node qs, and +S n0, 1 denotes the
union of the set of service nodes Ns, the source node 0s and the sink
node qs. Similarly, the set F0 ( +Fn 1) denotes the union of F and the
source node 0f (sink node qf ). The solution to the EVS-FMC defines a set
of paths in the graph G depicted in Fig. 2 such that all (blue) service
nodes are contained in exactly one path. Charging events are inserted in
the paths to ensure sufficient charge for the full trip, and a fully charged
battery of each bus by the end of the day.

A service trip ∈i S is defined by a start time βi, a duration ti, and a
set of trip characteristics that determine the energy consumption, such
as the geographical route, number of stops, and height profile of the
route.

Let V be the set of bus types. Each bus type ∈k V is represented by
a usable battery capacity Ek in the range from SOCmax to SOCmin, a
recharging capability rk, and a specific energy consumption of hij

k re-
presenting the energy costs of servicing trip ∈ +j Sn 1 after trip ∈i S0
using vehicle type ∈k V , including costs of servicing trip i and dead-
heading from i to j. Let mk be the purchasing cost of a bus of type

∈k V , and ∗ce
k the bus-specific energy costs. The time-related opera-

tional costs of a bus (mainly driver salary) are represented by ct . The
time required for the subsequent execution of event ∈ +j Sn 1 after ∈i S0
is expressed by tij. A supplement of 15min is added to all trips coming
from and going to the depot to consider the required handling for
parking and connecting to the charging infrastructure. The charging
time is not considered in the operational costs as in-service time costs,
because the charging is not monitored by the driver. Purchasing costs of
charging infrastructure are defined per charger as p.

Let the binary decision variable xij
k equal 1, if a bus of type ∈k V is

operated on arc ∈a As, which means that service trips or charging
events are performed subsequently with the same bus type. Let the
binary decision variable zlm equal 1, if charging event ∈m F takes
place after charging event ∈l F ; thus, the arc ∈l m A( , ) f connects the
charging events. The current energy level of a bus after executing trip

∈ +i S n0, 1 is defined by ei
k. Let ai be the starting time of event ∈ ∪i S F

(service trip or charging event) and =a βi i for all ∈i S. The starting
time ai for charging events ∈i F must be in the range of the first

Fig. 2. Directed multigraph of the EVS-FMC with arcs
As connecting service trips and charging events op-
erated by the same vehicle, and arcs Af connecting
charging events operated by the same charger.
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possible charging time γ and the last possible charging time δ. The
constant ≫M ai is used to avoid nonlinearities.
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The objective (1) is to minimize the TCO, which is split up into four
sums. In the first sum, the bus investment is calculated based on the arcs
leaving the depot from the source node. Secondly, in-service costs un-
related to energy consumption, such as bus driver costs, are accumu-
lated and multiplied with a time-dependent cost factor. The third term
represents the bus-specific costs related to the energy consumption. It
considers the accumulated energy consumption whenever a bus visits a
charging station, multiplied by an energy-dependent and bus-specific
cost factor. Finally, the last part of the sum represents the investments
in charging infrastructure.

Vehicle scheduling constraints
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Constraint (2) ensures that each service trip is covered by exactly one
bus, while constraint (3) enforces that each copy of a charging station
can maximally be visited once. Constraint (4) represents the flow
constraints of the vehicle network. Next, constraint (5) ensures that
events assigned to one vehicle do not overlap in time – that is, the
starting time of the next service trip or charging event for a vehicle is
greater or equal to the sum of the starting time of the previous trip, the
trip or charging duration, and the deadheading time. In vehicle sche-
duling, the start time of service trips is pre-defined by the timetable,
while the start time of charging events is determined in the model.
Constraint (6) defines the binary nature of the decision variables xij

k,
representing that a vehicle of type k visits event i after event j. Events
could be both service trips and charging events. Individual vehicle
schedules are obtained from the xij

k variables of a solution.

Energy consumption constraints
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Constraint (7) ensures that the required energy level for the assigned
trips to a vehicle never exceeds the usable battery capacity. Further-
more, constraints (8) and (9) ensure that buses are fully charged when
leaving the depot and after charging, respectively – that is, that the
battery energy level e k

0 is set to the maximum.

Charger scheduling constraints
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Constraint (10) represents the flow constraints of the charging infra-
structure network, while constraint (11) ensures that each charging
event has a corresponding ingoing trip. Next, constraint (12) defines
that the starting time of the next charging event has to be greater or
equal to the ending time of the previous charging event. Constraint (13)
enforces that the charging can only be done within the pre-defined time
window. Moreover, constraint (14) ensures that no charging events for
a single charger overlap in time. Finally, constraint (15) defines the
range of the binary decision variable zlm indicating whether two char-
ging events are scheduled sequentially.

3. Solution approach

The developed approach aims to provide a straightforward tool-
chain for the strategic planning of electric public transport bus fleets. It
is based on the input data of bus operators, which is enriched by ad-
ditional information and finally utilized within a genetic algorithm that
evaluates alternatives regarding fleet composition and scheduling. The
overall framework is illustrated in Fig. 3.

The input data (A) consists of operational and technical informa-
tion. It is utilized in the preprocessing (B) to calculate the values, which
are not influenced by the vehicle scheduling, as for example the
deadhead mileage between terminal stops. The route determination
ensures that all distances of potential deadhead trips between service
trips and between a service trip and charging station at the depot are
realistic. The data prepared in the preprocessing is used within the GGA
(C), which generates a population in which each individual describes a

Fig. 3. Framework of the solution approach.
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feasible assignment of an entire service trip set to of sub schedules
(blocks) starting and ending at the depot. In the following charger
optimization phase, vehicle schedules including charging times are
designed based on these blocks. Individuals in the population are
evaluated regarding their TCO, consisting of electric bus procurement
costs (including determination of fleet size and mix), charging infra-
structure investments, and operational costs consisting of energy and
personnel costs. After reaching a termination criterion, the GGA de-
livers the required fleet size and mix, the corresponding schedules, and
the TCO of ownership as output (D). The individual steps are described
in further detail in the following.

3.1. Preprocessing

A focus of this work is the ability to handle real-world scenarios
with limited manual effort. Starting from the data export of current
operational planning software, the set S of service trips and the set F of
possible charging events are generated. Each service trip ∈s S de-
scribed by starting time β ,i duration ti, passenger load, elevation profile,
and start and end location. The location of the depot is also provided.
Each vehicle type ∈k V is described by the empty vehicle weight, the
energy density of the battery system, the efficiencies of the traction
system, and the air drag and rolling resistance parameters. The scenario
parameters cover cost figures and lifetimes of vehicles and charging
infrastructure, as well as a value describing the planning horizon.

Based on this input, the deadhead routing and the simulation of
energy consumption for all service and deadhead trips are performed in
an automatized preprocessing. The Graphhopper routing service (www.
graphhopper.com) is utilized to gather road distances between a matrix
of geo locations that are described here by the start and end points of
service trips and the location of the depot. The distances are subse-
quently utilized to calculate duration tij and energy consumption per
deadhead. The bus routes are modeled in more detail directly in the geo
database Openstreetmap (www.openstreetmap.org) to account for bus
stops and corresponding dwell times.

The energy consumption depends on the bus type as well as on
several trip characteristics: the length of the route, the average speed,
the expected passenger load per trip, and the slope of the route.
Therefore, the energy consumption is computed in a simulation.
Sinhuber describes the applied energy consumption simulation meth-
odology, and it has already been utilized in previous work [35,36]. A
model is configured for each bus type, so that varying weights and ef-
ficiencies are taken into account. Thus, the energy consumption values
hij

k of servicing trip i and deadheading from trip i to trip j are computed
for every individual bus type, and serve as input to the algorithm.
Varying energy consumptions, for instance caused by weight differ-
ences between vehicle types, can be taken into account, and their in-
fluence on the TCO can be evaluated.

3.2. Grouping genetic algorithm

The heuristic is based on Falkenauer’s concept describing the GGA
[30]. It emphasizes the grouping aspect of a scheduling problem – in
this case, the assignment of a set of service trips to blocks. This clus-
tering is the core part of the EVS-FMC problem, as the locations and
times of service trips are already fixed and the assignment of a feasible
set of service trips ∈s S to blocks uniquely defines the tour. The GGA
has been chosen because its ability to find high-quality solutions for
comparable problems [31]. Furthermore, it is well suited for parallel
computing and offers several options for problem-specific customiza-
tion.

The general procedure of the GGA is shown in step C of Fig. 3. It is
started by the generation of an initial population (set of individuals)
that is afterwards evaluated by the fitness function. The process of
evaluating an individual consists of three steps: (1) the determination of
the fleet size by combining trip sequences defined by the chromosomes

to entire day vehicle schedules, (2) the charger optimization, and (3)
the TCO calculation. If no termination criterion is reached, the process
continues with the selection of competitive individuals, which are
modified in the crossover and mutation operation. After new genetic
material has been created by crossover and mutation, the entire gen-
eration is evaluated again and the loop continues until a termination
criterion is reached. Termination criteria can, for example, be for-
mulated as a maximum number of iterations, a limit for the change of
the best fitness value over the last iterations, and a lower bound of the
diversity. The implementation in this work is terminated after a max-
imum number of iterations, but the extension to any of the other
measures is straightforward.

The described procedure applies to the majority of genetic algo-
rithms. The particularity of the GGA is its genetic representation of
individuals. The genes of the GGA represent the characteristics of
groups, which are in our case blocks of service trips. The variable length
of blocks implies therefore chromosomes of a variable length.
Furthermore, special operators are needed to perform crossover and
mutation on the level of blocks.

3.2.1. Genetic representation and operators
The clustering of service trips within the GGA is done by the crea-

tion of blocks that also define the genetic representation (chromo-
somes), as shown in Fig. 4. A block represents a trip sequence operated
by the same vehicle, starting from and ending at the depot. Each block
is followed by a charging event, and each individual in the population
of the GGA covers the entire set of service trips divided into these
blocks.

The block-based representation differs from standard ones, such as
binary string chromosomes or arrays with real-valued numbers, as it is
especially suited for clustering problems. The chromosome consists of
different blocks to which service trips (represented as blue dots in
Fig. 4) can be assigned. The order of service trips within a block is
uniquely defined by the starting time of the service trip. Each block is
assigned to one bus type so that the specific usable battery capacity
given the bus type’s specific energy consumption is respected. The
blocks are furthermore characterized by a unique identifier (ID) that
represents a consecutive numbering according to the earliest starting
time of the covered trips.

The number of blocks in an individual and the number of trips as-
signed to a block can vary. Furthermore, the total number of required
buses is not defined at this stage: it is computed afterwards in the fitness
function by combining blocks and charging events to construct full-day
vehicle schedules. This is done jointly with the charger optimization, as
described in section 3.3. The GGA only allows the construction of fea-
sible blocks, in which the energy required to service all trips does not
exceed the battery capacity and there exists a feasible ordering of the
assigned trips in time. An ordering is feasible when the start time of the
next trip is no earlier than the time required to service the previous trip
and deadhead to the following one. The subsequently described con-
struction heuristic ensures that only feasible blocks in terms of time and
energy exist in the population.

The population is divided into several subpopulations that are
computed in parallel. After a number of generations, a migration is
performed in which individuals are exchanged among the subpopula-
tions. The exchange strategy is to replace the worst individuals of one
subpopulation with the best individuals of another. The separated
treatment allows for promising solutions to be developed independently

Fig. 4. Genetic problem representation.
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for a certain time, and the experiments conducted in this study reveal
an improved stability of the algorithm.

Initial solution. Both a random and a greedy initialization are
implemented and evaluated. In the random initialization, a trip is
selected at random and inserted according to the insertion heuristic
described in the next paragraph. In the greedy initialization, in contrast,
trips are inserted based on their starting time. Given a randomly
selected first trip and a randomly selected direction (forward or
backward in time), the trips to be inserted are ordered according to
starting time and selected in this order. Although the first random
initialization leads to a higher diversity, the quality of the initial
solutions is generally worse as they may contain large gaps in time.
Conversely, the diversity of the greedy initialization is lower, but
solutions are generally of higher quality as the blocks are denser.

Fig. 5 provides an exemplary overview of the quality of the initial
solutions of both approaches. The experiments have shown that the
greedy start enables the GGA to determine better overall solutions.
Thus, this methodology is set as the standard for this work.

Insertion heuristic. The insertion heuristic, which is included in the
crossover and mutation operators, assigns service trips to blocks based
on operational costs. The service trip that should be inserted is selected
beforehand by the calling function of the insertion heuristic. The
heuristic inserts a service trip into a block for which the additional
operational costs are the lowest.

For a given service trip, the insertion costs are calculated for all

existing blocks as well as for creating a new block. The costs consist of
the energy-related expenditures (electricity and battery usage) and the
operational cost of deadheading to and from the service trip. Two
scenarios could arise in which an insertion is impossible. First, the
timing could be infeasible, meaning that the existing and the given
service trip cannot be combined. Second, the required energy level
could be insufficient. The new block considered by the insertion heur-
istic is empty and, in case of an assignment, would cover only the given
service trip with its pull-out and pull-in deadhead trips and a time
buffer for handling at the bus depot. The consideration of an empty
block ensures the existence of a feasible assignment.

Crossover. The crossover operator generates new genetic material by
combining the chromosomes of selected parents. Blocks of the first
parent are combined with blocks of the second parent to form an
offspring. Fig. 6 illustrates the crossover process.

First crossover points indicated by yellow vertical lines in Fig. 6-I
are defined for both parents: two for the donating parent and one for
the receiving parent. In the second step, the blocks between the two
crossover points of parent 1 are copied to parent 2 at the position of the
defined crossover point. The resulting child in stage II is infeasible. The
insertion from parent 1 has led to the issue of trips occurring twice in
the child. Steps III to VI repair the solution. In step III, blocks of parent 2
with an ID equal to the inserted blocks of parent 1 are removed. Step IV
removes remaining duplicate service trips from parent 2, i.e. trips that
are contained in the inserted blocks of parent 1. Then, in step V, any
service trips that are not contained in the child (as a result of step III)
are re-inserted in random order according to the insertion heuristic. The
result in step VI is the new feasible offspring produced from the genetic
material of both parents.

Mutation. The mutation aims to generate new genetic material to
increase diversity. Instead of combining chromosomes of individuals,
as in the crossover, it modifies only single individuals. The mutation
deletes one block selected at random, and then reinserts the deleted
service trips in random order. The feasibility of the solution is ensured
by the usage of the insertion heuristic.

Fitness function and selection. In the construction of blocks, only
operational costs are considered. The fitness function evaluates the
solution with regard to the TCO, consisting of operational costs, number

Fig. 5. Distribution of fitness values (€ per service km) of the initial solutions for greedy
and random start.

Fig. 6. Overview of the implemented crossover process.
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of required buses, and number of required chargers.
The fitness function is divided into three steps, as shown in part C of

Fig. 3. First, the fleet size is determined. This comprises the calculation
of charging time required after completion of one block and the as-
signment of blocks to buses. It is assumed that each bus can start
charging immediately after arriving at the depot. The assignment is
done based on a “first charged first out” strategy, which means that the
first bus to be fully recharged serves the next block. This defines the
fleet size and composition.

However, when charging takes place immediately after a bus arrives
at the depot, several simultaneous charging events can occur. This
happens especially in the evening when the passenger service is gra-
dually reduced and the buses return to the depot. Therefore, charging
events are rescheduled in the second step of the fitness function to re-
duce the number of chargers and the overall power level at the bus
depot. Section 3.2.2 describes how the rescheduling is implemented and
discusses further strategies for the integration in the overall framework.

Finally, the TCO is calculated for each individual in step 3. It sums
up the investment depreciations and the operational expenses of a given
time period. Within the GGA, the TCO characterizes the quality of an
individual and is therefore called fitness value.

In the selection process, individuals are ranked based on their fit-
ness value. A stochastic uniform selection process is used to select in-
dividuals for reproduction. They form the input for the next generation
and are modified by crossover or mutation. The selection process can be
described using the example of a line on which each parent has a share
according to the square root of its rank. A selector proceeds along the
line in equal step sizes and selects parents according to the sections,
starting with a random point smaller than the step size. This concept
can also be described as a roulette wheel with several pointers in an
even distance.

3.2.2. Optimization of charging infrastructure
The objective of the charger optimization is to reduce the number of

chargers and therefore the charger investments. The input is described
by a set of charging events F , which have an earliest possible starting
time bl and a duration dl. The charger optimization assigns charging
events to chargers. The rescheduling of the charging events to reduce
the number of chargers and the grid load is a complex scheduling
problem in itself. However, the number of charging events in F is sig-
nificantly lower than the number of service trips described by the set S.
Thus, common MILP solution approaches can be utilized. The mathe-
matical model is derived from the network flow problem formulation
presented in Section 2.2 and uses the already introduced notation. It is
parameterized during runtime in Matlab [37] and solved by CPLEX
[38]. Penalties for shifting a charging event in time are included, as this
has been found to decrease computation time. However, the weighting
factor w is defined to ensure that a reduction in the number of chargers
always dominates potential shift penalties.
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The objective in (16) minimizes the number of chargers (first term), as
well as the amount of time-shift (second term). Constraint (17) is the
flow conservation constraint, while constraint (18) enforces that every
charging event is scheduled. The linkage of charging events and
therefore the usage of the same physical charger is handled by con-
straint (19), which ensures that the subsequent charging event can only
be linked if the starting time aj is greater than the ending time of the
previous event. Furthermore, constraint (20) limits the overall time
window of charging events. Finally, the shift penalties are defined by
constraint (21) as a supplement ui added to the starting time, and added
for faster convergence.

Several measures are introduced to accelerate the computation of
the model so that an integration into the fitness function is possible. The
number of connection arcs is reduced by using ordered sets and only
allowing forward assignments = ∀ ∈ ∈ ⩾z l F m F l m0 , ,lm . The
weighting factors are configured in such a way that the charger costs
always dominate the shift penalties. A limit on the optimality gap is
used to stop the computation if the number of chargers cannot be re-
duced further. In addition, a time limit of 5 s is introduced, which stops
the solving and uses the best solution found at that point, even if op-
timality is not proven. Instances with up to 70 charging events are
solved in less than 1 s with CPLEX.

Including the MILP formulation in the fitness function enables the
genetic algorithm to evaluate and select individuals based on the TCO,
which includes the costs of charging infrastructure. Alternative strate-
gies would be to approximate or ignore the number of chargers in the
fitness function and to conduct the charger optimization afterwards.

An approximation could be realized by disabling the rescheduling of
charging events in the fitness function, as shown by strategy I, illu-
strated in the left part of Fig. 7. This would lead to every charging event
starting immediately after a bus has finished a block and arrives at the
depot. In the example in Fig. 7, both charging events can be operated by
one charger. However, due to the reassignment of the initial trip of the

Fig. 7. Illustration of problem cases that occur when using approximation strategies for determining the number of chargers.
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first bus during mutation or crossover, the charging time of the second
bus increases. The consequence is an overlap and the conclusion that
two chargers are required. Thus, the number of chargers is over-
estimated, because the potential shift forward in time is not utilized.
The problem also occurs for improvements in the scheduling of service
trips that would enable a reduction in the number of chargers. The
improvements could be hidden and therefore not considered by the
genetic algorithm, if the number of chargers is approximated with an
overestimation.

Not considering charging investments at all during the GGA runtime
would lead to the opposite problem (strategy II, right part of Fig. 7).
Unfavorable assignments of service trips that would cause an increased
number of chargers would appear better than they are and could be
misleading for the genetic algorithm. The example highlights how the
reassignment of the last trip of the first bus during mutation or cross-
over leads to an increased charging time of the second bus and a shift
forward in time of the entire charging event, because the bus arrives
later at the depot. Depending on the reduction of the charging time of
the first bus, which is influenced by the charging power capabilities of
the bus type and the difference in energy consumption before and after
the reassignment, it is possible for the two charging events to overlap.
By using the approximation, this overlap would not be visible for the
GGA. A subsequent charging optimization could not fix this issue.

4. Case study

The developed methodology provides a straightforward process to
define a fleet of depot charging battery buses and their corresponding
charging infrastructure for real-world problems. In this case study, the
methodology is applied to two scenarios that differ in their mode of
operation. The following introduces the particularities of both sce-
narios, and subsequently discusses the computed results.

Comparable case studies have been initiated in several cities
worldwide by bus operators and transport authorities. Their aim is to
assess the technical feasibility and the financial consequences of an
electrification. However, the majority of these studies are limited to a
purely technical evaluation [29,39], without taking advantage of ve-
hicle schedule adjustments. The common methodology is to take the
existing vehicle schedule of diesel buses, calculate the required energy
to fulfill the schedule, and compare this to the installed battery capacity
of the electric buses. These studies do not consider modifications of the
vehicle schedules, as proposed in this work, thereby limiting their
scope.

4.1. Scenario definition

The scenarios analyzed in the following represent two different ci-
ties and modes of operation. Scenario A, in the German city of Aachen,
represents a constant-frequency operation in an urban environment;
and scenario B, in the Danish city of Roskilde, concerns an operation
with different frequencies in the peak hours and operation on a more
regional environment, in that distances are generally larger and the

average speed of operation is slightly higher compared to the Aachen
scenario. The scenarios thereby cover two typical modes of operation
encountered by bus operators. In terms of fleet size, ranging from 12 to
14 diesel buses, the scenarios’ scope corresponds to the yearly vehicle
replacement of a mid-size bus operator.

The solution quality is evaluated and discussed in the following
based on the fitness value. A comparison of the two scenarios is enabled
by using the ratio of the total costs (investment and operational costs
during the entire planning horizon) and the performed service mileage.
The following section describes the route and operational character-
istics of the scenarios in detail.

4.1.1. Route characteristics
Located in Aachen, scenario A consists of the bus routes 33, 73, and

173. Routes 73 and 173 are shortened variants of route 33 visiting other
terminal stops (end point of a route). Fig. 8 shows the track of route 33
in its entirety, with a distance of about 11 km. The vehicle schedules
provided by the bus operator contain further trips on additional routes
in the early morning and late evening. They are also modeled and
considered in the following. In total, 23 differently located terminal
stops are visited on the considered type of day.

Scenario B is located in Denmark and connects the city of Roskilde
with the Copenhagen area. The length of the considered route, route
123, is 23 km and therefore over twice as long as the route in scenario
A. Furthermore, the mileage to the depot is higher, especially for the
terminal stop in the east, as shown in Fig.8. In contrast to scenario A,
only four different terminal stops of the bus route are visited on the
considered type of day, which reveals a more homogeneous operation.
Route 123 is highlighted in the right part of Fig. 8.

4.1.2. Operational characteristics
Scenario A represents a constant operation with a slight peak in the

evening, whereas scenario B refers to an operating mode with increased
frequency in peak hours. Fig. 9 shows the simultaneous service trips
and the number of diesel buses currently operated. The two peaks in the
morning and afternoon are clearly visible for scenario B: the conven-
tional diesel buses return to the depot in the off-peak hours. This nat-
ural pause in the depot seems to be favorable for the charging of battery
buses.

Performance figures of the current diesel bus system are given in
Table 1. The average speeds reveal that scenario A has a dominating
urban character, whereas scenario B reflects suburban operation. The
reported runtime represents the accumulated time across all buses away
from the depot and a handling offset of 15min for every incoming or
outgoing trip.

Further parameters assumed for the case study are provided in
Table 2. They are utilized for both scenarios, assuming identical con-
ditions for Germany and Denmark. Time-dependent costs are de-
termined by the driver salary, with the assumed value corresponding to
the German salary level. Energy-related costs consist of expenses for
electricity consumption. The electricity price is a parameter of the
scenario, whereas battery costs are defined individually for every bus

Fig. 8. Map of the main routes operated in scenarios A and B, and location of the bus depots.
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type. Investment costs for charging infrastructure are defined as a fixed
value for each charger. The planning horizon is required for the cal-
culation of depreciations. It is assumed for the case study that the de-
fined scenarios are operated on every day of the year. The average
weight per passenger is essential for the energy consumption simula-
tion, and the time limit defines the latest possible end of a charging
event.

Table 3 summarizes the characteristics of the two bus types included
in the case study. The technical parameters are based on the specifi-
cations of 12-meter battery electric buses from Optare and BYD. Both
bus types offer the same transport capacity of about 4 tons, but their

technical concepts differ significantly. Bus type 1 represents a low-
weight depot charging battery bus with a total battery capacity of
90 kWh, like the Optare Metrocity [40]. In contrast, bus type 2 re-
presents the BYD ebus and uses a battery with about 380 kWh, which is
the maximum capacity offered on the market at this time [41]. The high
battery capacity causes additional weight itself and requests mechanical
reinforcements of the bus chassis, which leads to a further increase in
weight. A direct consequence is expected for the energy consumption,
and therefore for the energy efficiency for the offered transportation
service.

The usable capacity of the battery fades over time due to aging ef-
fects. The end of life (EOL) is generally defined as a remaining capacity
of 80% [42]. This buffer has to be taken into account in the vehicle
scheduling to compute schedules that can be operated during the entire
lifetime of a bus and its battery. Another option would be to use the
entire battery capacity and to cope with a fading driving range of the
bus. However, this would significantly increase the efforts in planning
and handling of the buses and is therefore not desired by bus operators.
A more detailed discussion of the battery design for public transport
applications is provided in [43].

In addition to the energy buffer for battery aging, each bus should at
any time have enough energy left to return to the depot. The usable
energy Eusable is defined as:

= −E E e d0,8 .usable total initial con depot, (24)

Where Etotal initial, is the maximum battery capacity, econ is the energy
consumption of an empty bus of 0.5 kWh/km for bus type 1 and
0.9 kWh/km for bus type 2 (determined by energy consumption simu-
lation), and ddepot is the maximum distance to the depot, 25 km in the
present scenarios.

The assumed battery cost figures are based on estimates for the
current market of electric bus batteries [44]. Slightly increased battery
costs are defined for bus type 1 because the share of passive compo-
nents, such as fuses, switches, and the battery management system, is
higher than for the large battery of bus type 2. The consideration of
battery aging in this paper is reduced to cyclic aging in terms of
equivalent full cycles (FCE); hence, further aging effects caused by
temperature and depth of discharge are excluded from the scope of the
study. The assumption of 2000 FCE has therefore been defined con-
servatively. The usage-dependent battery costs also cover additional
expenses for replacements and a residual value at the EOL, since the
cost calculation is based on linear depreciation.

The energy consumption per trip, for both service and deadheading
trips, is determined by simulation in the preprocessing. Moreover, in
addition to the energy demand of the traction system, the auxiliaries
also have to be taken into account. This is done by including the
average auxiliary consumption representing a summer day in mid-
Europe with air conditioning for the driver. A load of 3 kW is assumed
for the air compressor, steering support, passenger information, and

Fig. 9. Number of diesel buses and simultaneous service trips of considered scenarios with the original vehicle schedules.

Table 1
Operational figures of the conventional diesel bus system.

Parameter Scenario A Scenario B

Day type Weekday Weekday
Number of service trips per day 200 135
Total service mileage per day [km] 2198 3047
Average speed [km/h] 16.3 24.6
Average trip distance [km] 11.0 22.6
Max. buses in service per day 14 12
Deadhead mileage per day [km] 254 363
Bus runtime per day [h] 189 160

Table 2
Further case study parameters.

Parameter Value

Time-dependent costs [€/h] 25
Electricity price [€/kWh] 0.25
Investment costs charger [€/unit] 60,000
Planning horizon of bus and charger depreciation [years] 12
Average weight per passenger [kg] 75
Time at which every charging event has to be finished 6 a.m.

Table 3
Considered battery bus types.

Parameter Bus type 1 Bus type 2

Total battery capacity [kWh] 90 380
Usable battery capacity Eusable [kWh] 60 282
Empty vehicle weight [kg] 8000 14,000
Gross vehicle weight [kg] 12,000 18,000
Investment costs bus w/o battery [€] 250,000 350,000
Bus depreciation period [years] 12 12
Investment costs battery [€/kWh] 700 600
Battery lifetime full cycle equivalents [FCE] 2000 2000
Battery usage costs [€/kWh] 0.35 0.30
Auxiliary consumption [kW] 4.5 4.5
Maximum charging power [kW] 48 60
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lighting, and 1.5 kW is assumed for the driver air conditioning [45].
The efficiencies of the motor (0.90), inverter (0.95), and batteries
(0.96) are considered to be identical for both bus types. It is further-
more assumed that both bus types can be charged with the same
charger. The defined charging power represents the charging cap-
abilities of the Optare Metrocity and BYD ebus.

4.2. Genetic algorithm settings and performance

The GGA is run in the case study with the parameter set shown in
Table 4. These parameters have been selected after multiple experi-
ments with scenarios A and B. Especially the usage of multiple sub-
populations is beneficial for the stability of the algorithm.

Fig. 10 shows the progress of the algorithm for scenario A. The
upper graph highlights the fitness value of the best solution found so far
and the mean value of all individuals in one generation. The diversity in
the lower part is measured block wise and given as a percentage. A
value of 100% indicates that all blocks (trip sequences) in the entire
generation differ from each other, whereas a diversity value close to 0%
represents only identical blocks. A definition of the diversity individual-
wise would lead to higher values.

The periodic interferences in the diversity and the mean fitness
value, visible in Fig. 10, are caused by the migration during which the

worst individuals from one generation are replaced by the best in-
dividuals from another. The usage of a greedy start and the absence of
penalty functions lead to relatively good starting solutions. The largest
improvements are achieved in the beginning by utilizing the large di-
versity of the generation. The decreasing diversity over the number of
generations is caused by the crossover: continuous combining of the
individual characteristics leads to reduced differences between in-
dividuals.

4.3. Results for homogeneous and heterogeneous fleet composition

The EVS-FMC is solved for both homogeneous fleets (either bus type
1 or 2), and for the heterogeneous fleet (possibility of choosing both bus
types). The current diesel bus operating plan, as provided by the op-
erator, serves as a reference for the quality of the EVS-FMC. This is the
best lower bound available, as the optimal solution for the EVS-FMC is
unknown and the problem itself is intractable to solve directly. The
diesel bus solution provides a lower bound on the fleet size, deadhead
mileage, and operation time.

An efficient electrification at minimal operational effort could be
achieved by a one-by-one replacement. In this case, a diesel bus would
be replaced by an electric bus without changing the operational
scheme. However, the limited battery capacity would restrict this pro-
cess in most cases.

The energy demand of the original diesel bus runs has been calcu-
lated based on the technical parameters of both bus types. The results
provided in Fig. 11 reveal the increased energy consumption of bus type
2, which is 40 to 50% higher than that of bus type 1. The main reason
for this is the large battery capacity causing an increased weight of bus
type 2. On the one hand, bus type 2 therefore has a clear drawback
regarding energy efficiency, since both bus types offer the same pas-
senger capacity. On the other hand, only bus type 2 is able to operate

Table 4
GGA parameters.

Parameter Value

Individuals per generation 50
Number of subpopulations 4
Crossover fraction 0.2
Migration interval [generations] 20

Fig. 10. Progress of the algorithm in scenario A for a
homogeneous fleet of bus type 1, illustrated by the
fitness value in €/km service trip operation and the
relative diversity.

Limit of usable 
battery capacity Limit of usable 

battery capacity 

Fig. 11. Energy demand of the original bus runs and usable battery capacity limits of both bus types in scenarios A and B. Bus runs are separated by color scheme.
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the original diesel bus runs in scenario A. This is indicated by the red
horizontal line representing the maximum usable battery capacity for
both bus types (60 kWh for bus type 1 and 282 kWh for bus type 2). It is
clearly visible that the usable battery capacity of bus type 1 is in-
sufficient for almost every diesel bus run analyzed. The same applies for
bus type 2 in scenario B. Therefore, vehicle schedule adaptations are
required, which could potentially result in additional vehicles, dead-
head mileage, and driver expenses.

4.3.1. Scenario A
The results of scenario A are shown in Table 5. The objective is

provided per service kilometer and as a total cost figure covering the
entire planning horizon of 12 years’ continuous operation. As expected
from the overview in Fig. 11, the usage of bus type 1 leads to an in-
creased fleet size, whereas a homogeneous fleet with type 2 buses
matches the conventional fleet size of 14 buses. However, although the
fleet sizes are identical, there are differences in the number of blocks,
deadhead mileage, and bus runtime. As indicated by the additional
block, one bus visits the depot after the morning operation. Due to this
and further improvements of the schedule, the deadhead mileage is
increased, whereas the bus runtime decreases. It has to be stated here
that the diesel reference scenario is optimized manually by the op-
erator. The direct replacement of all diesel buses with type 2 buses, as is
possible for scenario A, would increase cost by over 1 million € in
comparison to the minimum cost solution to the EVS-FMC. This would
result in a TCO (investment and operational costs in 12 years) of 32.24
million €, thus indicating the value of solving the EVS-FMC.

The mixed fleet solution uses a total of 14 buses as well. The fleet is
composed of six buses of type 1 and eight buses of type 2. Similar to the
homogeneous fleet of bus type 1, only three chargers are required, in-
stead of the four utilized for a homogeneous fleet of type 2 vehicles. The
usage of the lightweight buses with the small battery capacity causes
that a high number of buses have to return to the depot during the
daytime. This increases the deadhead mileage in comparison to using
only vehicles of type 2, but also enables the minimization of the number
of chargers.

The variation in individual measures, such as fleet size, deadhead
mileage, and energy consumption, is larger than in the TCO. This is
caused by the compensation of different cost figures. The low weight of
bus type 1 enables a reduced energy consumption compared to bus type
2, but this advantage is partly compensated by the higher battery usage
costs of bus type 1. Additional expenses for the purchasing of bus type 2
are furthermore mitigated by the exploitation of fewer buses. Within
the mixed fleet approach, on the other hand, the additional degrees of
freedom are used to find a tradeoff between the competing cost figures.
However, the savings are only minor, so that bus operators may stick to
only one bus type to reduce efforts in depot and workshop. In this case,
bus type 2 would be the preferred solution.

4.3.2. Scenario B
In Table 6, the TCO for a homogeneous fleet of type 1 or 2 buses,

and the TCO for a heterogeneous fleet are relatively close. As expected,
more vehicles of type 1 are needed than diesel buses or buses of type 2
in the homogeneous scenario. Furthermore, the deadhead mileage in-
creases by 62% to 590 km in comparison to the diesel buses, and by
44% in comparison to the 409 km deadhead mileage for a homogeneous
fleet of type 2 buses. Thus, the homogeneous type 1 fleet results in
higher costs of drivers in comparison to the type 2 vehicles. On the
other hand, although the deadhead mileage is higher, the 32% lower
energy consumption of bus type 1 (2.94 vs 4.34MWh) offers large
savings compared to bus type 2. The difference of 1.4MWh per day
yields cost benefits in the range of 0.11 €/km, thus leading to slightly
lower costs for a homogeneous type 1 fleet than for a homogeneous
type 2 fleet (TCO of 33.01 vs 33.14 million €).

The usage of a mixed fleet enables a cost reduction of 220,000 €
within the planning horizon of 12 years in comparison to a homo-
geneous fleet of type 1 vehicles. The mixed fleet is advantageous be-
cause of the increased vehicle requirements during peak hours. The
vehicles of type 1 are mainly used during peak hours, while type 2
buses cover the base demand, thus saving 15% of deadheading distance
and 7% of bus run time in comparison to the solution of a homogeneous
type 1 fleet.

The computed results enable the bus operator to decide on a depot
charging battery bus concept. An important factor in this process is the
local situation at the bus depot. Depending on the available space, it
could be beneficial to minimize the number of buses. Therefore, a
homogeneous fleet of type 2 buses could be advantageous despite their
additional costs. If this issue is uncritical, the advancements of a mixed
fleet (reduced costs and charger demand) should be utilized.

4.3.3. Evaluation of charger optimization
The usage of the MILP formulation enables the GGA to evaluate

each individual based on full information. As described in Section 3.2.2,
an alternative strategy would be to neglect charger costs during the
GGA runtime and conduct the rescheduling of charging events after-
wards. Table 7 shows the best results produced by the GGA without
considering charger costs during the runtime (charger optimization is
conducted subsequently) compared to the solution with charger opti-
mization during runtime for scenario A.

A subsequent charger optimization determines that a total of four
chargers are required, which means that one additional charger is used
compared to the reference. The objective for this solution is 3.2380 €/
km, or 31.18 million € for the entire planning horizon. The cost increase
of 170,000 € compared to the reference with activated charger opti-
mization even exceeds the expenses for the additional charger. The
major cost variation is caused by the different fleet composition. The
results indicate that the usage of the charger optimization within the
fitness function supports the exploration of bus type 1. This could be
caused by the ability of bus type 1 to reduce the number of chargers by
shifting charging events from the night to the daytime.

Table 5
Results for scenario A compared to the diesel bus scenario.

SCENARIO A Diesel
reference

Bus type 1 Bus type 2 Mixed

Fleet size 14 17 14 14 (6 VT1, 8
VT2)

Number of blocks 14 38 15 22
Number of chargers – 3 4 3
Deadhead mileage [km] 254 527 397 462
Bus runtime [h] 189 197 182 186
Electricity consumption

[MWh]
– 1.99 2.72 2.48

TCO [€/km] – 3.2438 3.2876 3.2207
TCO [total million €] – 31.23 31.65 31.01

Table 6
Results for scenario B compared to the diesel bus scenario.

SCENARIO B Diesel
reference

Bus type 1 Bus type 2 Mixed

Fleet size 12 18 13 15 (9 VT1, 6
VT2)

Number of blocks 17 73 27 48
Number of chargers – 5 5 4
Deadhead mileage [km] 363 590 409 499
Bus runtime [h] 160 187 163 174
Electricity consumption

[MWh]
– 2.94 4.34 3.65

TCO [€/km] – 2.4736 2.4830 2.4567
TCO [total million €] – 33.01 33.14 32.79
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The evaluation has also been conducted for scenario B. In contrast to
the results of scenario A, the best solution found without charger op-
timization in this case equals the solution with activated charger opti-
mization.

5. Conclusions

This paper has introduced the EVS-FMC and addressed the up-
coming issues in the transformation of public transport diesel bus fleets
to electric bus fleets. The solution approach is based on a GGA in
combination with a MILP formulation. It aims to minimize the TCO,
consisting of vehicle investment, charger investment, operational costs,
and energy expenses.

The approach was applied within a case study of real-world elec-
trification scenarios of two different cities. Homogeneous and hetero-
geneous fleets were composed out of two electric bus types, one based
on a lightweight bus with a strictly limited range and the other on a
high range bus. The results showed that in both scenarios, the light-
weight bus offers the more energy efficient mode of transportation,
although the deadheading mileage increases. The energy consumption
savings range from 27% in scenario A to 32% in scenario B. However,
the limited range requires additional vehicles, and several charging
phases throughout the day lead to additional driver costs due to
deadheading. The TCOs of both bus types are therefore relatively close,
revealing a compensation by the additional costs of the lightweight bus
for vehicles and drivers for reduced energy costs. An operation of a
mixed fleet of both bus types can reduce the TCO, depending on the
characteristics of the bus route. The TCO of a mixed fleet operation
utilizing both bus types was calculated as 3.22 €/km in scenario A and
2.45 €/km in scenario B. Although additional technical and economical
parameters were utilized in the scenarios, the TCO difference is sig-
nificant, which underlines the strong dependency of the operational
characteristics. Especially bus routes with an increased peak vehicle
demand seem to be beneficial for the operation of depot charging
battery buses.

The proposed methodology offers a wide range of applications, the
most suitable being within feasibility studies to evaluate electrification
options for bus networks. In contrast to existing approaches, which only
focus on the technical feasibility on the basis of the original diesel bus
runs, the EVS-FMC enables a joint technical and operational analysis.
Adjustments of vehicle schedules are considered and monetized within a
TCO calculation so that a reasonable balance of charging infrastructure
investments and operational adjustments can be determined. The pre-
sented approach has been integrated into the software toolbox of ebusplan
(ebusplan GmbH, Germany) and is currently utilized in consultancy pro-
jects ranging from less than 10 to more than 200 buses.
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